matical Society, January, 1962, pp. 21-24. The solution of this problem is that the quotient fx(z)/f2(z) is not necessarily a constant. It is even possible to find such entire functions of lower order zero. To do this we introduce some definitions. an = 2<4«>!, bn = 2<4"+2>!, 00 /iW = IT PA*), /*(*) -er'Mz).
n-X Now fx(z) and/2(z) are different entire functions with the same zeros.
We denote M,(r) = max |/,(z) | , v = 1, 2.
\*\-r
We shall prove that the lower order of each of these functions is zero i.e. log log My(r) liminf-=0, v = 1, 2.
r->» log r
We first estimate log log Mi(r) for r = 2<-in+3n. Obviously, for \z\ = 2(4«+3)! we haye I Pn(z)
i.e., For Pm+n(z) we obtain as before log I Pm+n(z) I < 2-", »fei.
we obtain log M2(r) < (im + l)!2(4m-2>' + (4m + l)!2(4m'! + 1 + 1 < 22'<4m>!. Now log log M2(r) <2 log 2-(4m)! and log r = log 2-(4m + l)!. Thus log log M2(r) 2 log r 1 < -4m + 1 m which implies that the lower order of f2(z) is zero. The proof is now complete.
